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INTRODUCTION 

Mineral dust containing iron企omthe Asian continent is transported eastward over the 

North Pacific, especially spring (Uematsu et al., 1983). The air-borne iron is considered to be 

the only one source of input in the cen仕alpart of the northern North Pacific. In fact, it was 

found that a near doubling of biomass production was observed in the mixed layer in the 

North Pacific over a 2・weekperiod after the passage of a cloud of Gobi desert dust (Bishop et 

al., 2002). The Amur-Okhotsk Project propose that main source of dissolved iron in the Sea of 

Okhotsk associated with marine product is the Amur River. However, the contribution of the 

air-borne iron to the marine product in the Sea of Okhotsk cannot be negligible. Therefore, we 

have to precisely evaluate the con仕ibutionof air-borne iron deposited on the Sea of Okhotsk. 

In order to estimate flux of air-borne iron transported企omthe Asian continent to the Sea of 

Okhotsk, We carried out aerosol sampling at Oktyabr'sky, Kamchatka, Russia企omOctorber 

2005. Here we report the preliminary data of aerosol sampling and chemical analysis. 

AEROSOL SAMPLING 

Oktyabr'sky, where aerosol sampling was conducted, is in the southwestern part of the 

Kamchatka Peninsula σig 1 ). It is in a middle of sandspit which faces the Sea of Okhotsk on 

the west side, and the Bolshaya River and wet land on the east side. An aerosol sampler 

system (ACS・21:Kimoto Electric Co., LTD.) was installed in a small house facing the Sea of 

Okhotsk in the middle of Oktyabr'sky in October 2005. The sampler was established on the 

2nd floor of the house, and connected a polyvinyl chloride pipe which was pene甘atedthrough 

a roof of the house. Ambient air was inhaled through the pipe by the aerosol sampler (Fig 2). 

The sampler system has a computer to record data of sampling condition （臼owrate, running 

time and so on) and meteorological condition which is monitored by an aerovane and a 

thermometer installed on the roof of the house during sampling. The sampler also has a 

control unit to confine the meteorological condition when the sampler runs. There were two 

chimneys of factory or power station in Oktyabr'sky, and we could see them on the roof of the 

house. To prevent企omcontaminating emission企omtheir chimneys, aerosol was sampled 

only when wind direction was within 170-340。andwind speed was more than 1.0m・s-1 (Fig. 

3). 
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